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Abstract: In order to obtain the plasma characteristics in discharge region of
LIPS-300 ion thruster's 20A emission current hollow cathode and verify the structure
design of the emitter, numerical calculation method and finite element method were used
to study plasma characteristics in the hollow cathode. The results of these methods
indicate that the highest plasma density and electron temperature which improving
significantly in orifice region is located in the discharge region of the hollow cathode. The
magnitude of plasma density is about 1021m-3 both in emitter region and orifice region,
while decreases exponentially in plume region with the distance from the orifice exit.
Meanwhile, compared to the orifice region, the electron temperature and current improved
about 1~2eV and 36% in the emitter region respectively. The hollow cathode performance
test results are in well agreement with numerical calculations, which proved that the
structure design of emitter and orifice meets the requirements of 20A emission current.
Although there are few mistakes occurred in finite element method, it still, however, can
be used to estimate plasma characteristics at the beginning of hollow cathode design
process due to its simplicity.
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I. Introduction
LIPS-300 is a high power, high thrust ion thruster which was designed for the new generation
large-scale truss-type satellite platform in China[1]. In order to meet the technical requirements of
LISP-300 ion thruster, a hollow cathode with a nominal emission current of 20A has been designed
and manufactured as the primary electron source. As the processes of plasma discharge, generation
and extraction have significant influences the emission current, it is woth studying the plasma
characteristics in the hollow cathode which, besides, can also be used to verify the structure design
of its emitter and orifice.
The hollow cathode discharge area can be divided into three regions: emitter region, orifice
region and plume region, in which the discharge characteristics are distinctly different. The
discharge characteristics of NEXIS ion thruster’s hollow cathode whose discharge current is 25A
has been studied by Goebel et al.[2] which indicated that the magnitudes of plasma density are 1021
m-3 and 1023 m-3 in the emitter and orifice region respectively. After the plasma entering the plume
region, the plasma density decreases rapidly to 1×1018 m-3 along with the increasing distance from
the exit of orifice. Meanwhile, the electron temperature was found to be increased from the range of
1eV~2eV to the range of 2eV~3eV. In NSTAR ion thruster, calculated statistically by Katz et al.[3],
almost one third of the total number of electrons emitted by TH15 hollow cathode is generated in
orifice region and the plasma density would decrease one order if the orifice’s diameter increasing
from 1mm to 2mm. The discharge characteristics study of 25A emission current hollow cathode in
NEXIS ion thruster showed the similar results with in NSTAR ion thruster. The plasma potentials

in the emitter and orifice is in the range of 5~14V and 15~30V respectively. Meanwhile, the
electron current density is in the range of 1×104~105 A/m2 in the emitter region and increased more
than 50% in the orifice region. These previous results were verified experimentally by Malik et
al.[4], which also verified the reasonability of the emitter and orifice structure design of the hollow
cathodes in NSTAR and NEXIS ion thruster.
By using numerical simulations and finite element analysis, this paper studies the plasma
characteristics of LIPS-300 ion thruster’s 20A emission current hollow cathode from the whole
emitter region to plume region. Furthermore, the advantages and disvantages of the two methods
are compared and evaluated by the hollow cathode operating performance testing. Finally, we
evaluate the structure design of the 20A hollow cathode and give some suggestions for calculating
the plasma parameters.

II. Initial conditions of the discharge region
The discharge process of hollow cathode is shown in Fig. 1. The emitter will produce electrons
and form a thermal-electron current after heating to a certain temperature, a voltage is applied to
the keeper of hollow cathode to generate an electric field between keeper and emitter region to
accelerate the electrons which will then collide with the neutral xenon atom in emitter region. The
high density plasma is then formed in emitter region and extracted to orifice region by the electric
field between keeper and plasma sheath. Electrons in the plasma will continue to collide with
neutral xenon atom in orifice region which causing the electrons growing rapidly by ionization
process. Finally, the electrons are pulled into the plume region by the electric field between th
keeper and the anode and become primary electrons in ion thruster’s discharge chamber.

Fig.1 Discharge process of a hollow cathode
Figure 2 shows the whole discharge region of the 20A emission current hollow cathode
according to the real structure. The length of the emitter is 10mm and its inner diameter is in the
range of 2~2.5mm. The diameter and length of the cylindrical section of the orifice is 1mm and
2mm. The angle of cone section of the orifice is 45°. The distance from the keeper to the anode
plate is 8mm and the internal surface area of the emitter is about 1.5cm2. Before numerically
calculating the plasma characteristics in the discharge region, the initial conditions has to be
considered carefully including the electric field, xenon atom speed and neutral atom density.
The mass flow rate of 20A emission current hollow cathode is 0.2 mg/s and the exit pressure is
about 450 Pa measured by a flowmeter. According to the former study results[5], the entrance
pressure of the cathode tube and the exit pressure of orifice are 260.5 Pa and 76 Pa, respectively. As
the gas in the supply tube is a viscous fluid, the simulation results of the pressure distribution,
xenon velocity and neutral atom density in discharge region of hollow cathode by COMSOL are
shown in Fig. 2(a), Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) with assumming the gas to be a steady flow. Before the
cathode discharging, the potentials of the emitter and orifice plate are zero while the anode plate

potential is 25V. The distribution of electric field by ignoring the keeper potential is shown in Fig.
2(d).

(a) pressure distribution of discharge region

(b) xenon velocity in discharge region

(c) neutral density distribution

(d) electric field distribution

Fig.2 Initial conditions in the hollow cathode before discharging

III. Numerical calculation model
After obtaining the initial conditions in the discharge region, the plasma characteristics mainly
including the electron temperature, plasma density, electron current density and ion current density
are simulated by the fluid method. As the three discharge regions are discontinuous, different
calculation model should be applied for each region. For simplicity, equations are solved in 0
dimension or one dimension in this paper and only the on-axis results are given due to the
axisymmetric cathode.
a) Plasma simulation model in the emitter region
As the emitter region is the source of thermal electron emission and particle collision, plasma
characteristics should be considered firstly. Electron temperature Te is solved by the 0-D particle
energy balance equation[6] which is given by
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 is the cathode sheath voltage, R is the
2
plasma resistance, which is expressed as R  l / r1 (  is plasma resistivity, l is the emitter
where I t is the thermionic electron current (15A),

length, r1 is inner diameter of emitter), I e is the hollow cathode discharge current, I i is the
total ion current generated in the emitter region, U



is the ionization potential, I r is the random

electron flux at the plasma sheath edge (expressed in current). The expressions of I i , I r and I e
are given by Goebel[7] and Miller[8]. The plasma density, ne , in discharge region is the same with
the ion density when the discharging is steady which is given by
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is the neutral xenon atom density. The electron current density J e
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electron energy balance equation, which is given by:
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is thermal conductivity of the plasma[9], k

is Boltzmann constant, ne
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generation rate of plasma which is given by plasma ambipolar diffusion equation as
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where D p is ambipolar diffusion coefficient, which is dependent to the ion thermal velocity, ion
mean collision frequency and CEX collision cross section (10-18 m2).
The ion current density J i is solved by ion energy balance equation as expressed by
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 n is neutral xenon thermal conductivity, which is the same as ion temperature in the

steady discharging state[10], vi is average ion velocity, M

is ion mass and QT is Joule heat

generated by the ion current flow through the plasma.
Equations (1) and (2) are solved by replace the variables to functions of Te whose default
value is in the range of 0.1eV~5eV and the step-size is 0.1eV. The left and the right side of the
equations are calculated separately and the electron temperature along the axis of the cathode is
obtained by solving the intersection point of the two curves. Equations (3) to (5) are solved by one
dimension model. The relation between the plasma density ne and the emitter length is obtained
by a three order polynomial fitting. By ignoring the average collision frequency between ion and
atom, as well as ion and ion, the plasma generation rate ne , then electron current density J e and
ion current density J i are obtained by fitting the plasma temperature Te and the emitter length
with only considering the electron-ion collision.
b) Plasma simulation model in the orifice region
The electron temperature Te in the orifice region is solved by 0-dimension particle balance
model [8] based on ambipolar diffusion theory, which is given by
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01 is the first zero value of

is the ionization collision cross-section in different

. In order to obtain

01 , Equations (4) is rewritten in

cylindrical coordinates, and the plasma density n is solved by separating of variables of the radial
distribution function f (r ) and the axial distribution function g (z ) , which is given by
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 are the equation coefficients, 01 can be obtained by solving the Bessel

function. Te is obtained by substituting all the parameters into Eq.(6) and the plasma density ne
in the orifice region is solved by one dimension ion continuity equation as
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where ne t is plasma generation rate in the orifice region, which has a close dependence to
neutral density n0 , plasma density ne and electron average velocity ve and can be expressed as

n  4 i (Te )n0 nve , where vi is ion average velocity, vwall is particle velocity closed to the
radial edge of the orifice and can be written as terms of ion radial average drift velocity vr [14]
which is given by
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is the ion scattering velocity

is neutral atom velocity, which can be

The electron current density J e in the orifice

region can be obtained by one dimension electron continuity equation as
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According to the definition of current, the orifice should be the electron flux cross section.
From Eq.(10), the increased electron current from entrance to exit of the orifice region mainly
comes from the ionization in the orifice region.
The ion current density is solved by steady-state ion energy equation and momentum equation.
The relation between the ion current density and electron current density after ignoring the term of
neutral atom’s momentum[16] can be expressed as
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 ie is the collision frequency between electrons and ions,  en is the collision frequency

between electrons and atoms[11-12].
The radial and axial neutral xenon density are fitted by second-degree polynomial fitting
method respectively. There are 10 points in the radial direction with a step size of 0.2mm, and 10
points in the axial direction with a step size of 0.05mm. The radial and axial electron temperatures
can be obtained by substituting the neutral xenon density ,

01 , and collision cross-section into

Eq.(6). The plasma density can be obtained by substituting vr , vwall , ne , n0 and the average of
electron temperature into Eq.(8). The electron current density and the ion current density in the
range of 0~2 mm of the orifice region can be obtained by solving Eq.(10) and Eq.(11) as one
dimensional solution differential equation, respectively.
c) Plasma simulation model in the plume region
The plume region is the last ionization area in hollow cathode. As the neutral xenon diffusion
process is the dominant position, the collision frequency is decreased significantly. Therefore,
particle diffusion equation ( shown in Eq.(4)) is adopted to obtain the plasma density in plume
region. the electron current density J e in the plume region could be describe by ion and electron
momentum equation[18] as
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According to Goebel’s research results, for the plasma potential mutation in the orifice and
plume region, the plasma potential changes about 7~8V of 25A emission current hollow cathode of
NEXIS ion thruster and a double plasma sheath occurrs in the potential mutation area. The ion
current density J i and electron current density J e passing through the double plasma sheath[19]
can be calculated by
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is the proportionality coefficient between the electron drift speed and the electron

thermal speed.

IV. Comparation of numerical results and FEM results
In order to compare the difference of plasma characteristics obtained by different calculation
methods, some simulations has been done by COMSOL to compare with the third section
numerical results. The FEM calculation used in COMSOL is the drift-diffusion module which
including the electron continuity equation, electron drift-diffusion equation, electron flux equation
and energy equation. The electron drift-diffusion equation and energy equation are given by
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 e is electron migration coefficient, which is given by

 e  e / m (1   ) (  is the frequency of collisions between particles[17] and determined by
2
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the electron temperature). The term of electron Hall parameter correction  e is ignored as there
is no magnetic field. De is the electron diffusion coefficient which has Einstein’s relation with

 e . The electron generation rate Re is mainly composed of excitation collision and ionization
collision and can be expreesed as n0 ne  , where the collision reaction coefficient  is
given by Mikellides[20]. S en is the energy loss of electron collision, n

is the electron energy

density and  is the electron energy density flux which are all have relations with

 e , ne and

Te .
The boundary condition of the model solution is set as follows: the anode plate is treated as
the electron outlet which is given by  n  e  0 . The emitter surface is set to be the thermal
electron emission boundary, and other surface in the model of hollow cathode are set to be
insulation boundary where the secondary emission is ignored. The initial value of the plasma
density and the electron temperature is set to be 1×1020 m-³ and 3eV respectively and the solution
time is set from 1×10-6 s to 0.01 s. The equations are solved by using the neutral density and electric
field distribution calculated from Fig.2. The simulated plasma characteristic parameters are shown
in Fig.3.

(a) plasma density in discharge region

(b) electron temperature

(c) collision frequency in discharge region

(d) electron current density

Fig.3 Plasma characteristics in the discharge region of the hollow cathode
Fig.4 shows comparison results of the plasma parameters in the discharge region of the hollow
cathode for numerical method and FEM method. The discharge region is divided into three parts
according to the actual size of the cathode. The plasma density, electron temperature and electron
current density are shown in Fig.4(a)~Fig.4(c) respectively. In Fig.4(d), the ion current density
calculated by numerical method is given while the FEM results is not.

(a) plasma density

(b) electron temperature

(c) electron current density

(d) ion current density

Fig.4 The comparison of plasma characteristics of numerical and FEM results
Both the numerical calculation results and FEM results in Fig.4(a) show that the magnitude of
the plasma density is about 1021 m-³ with an uniform distribution. The orifice region’s plasma
density is the highest in the whole discharge region of the cathode while the plasma density
decreases exponentially along with the distance of the the orifice exit in the plume region. The
reason of this phenomenon is that the neutral density distribution is more uniform in the emitter
region and the Laval effect between two side ofthe orifice region which causing the neutral density
to be highest in the internal orifice and the density drops rapidly along the exit direction. The
decreasing of the neutral density n0

causes the drop of ionization efficiency and the plasma

generation rate according to the ion continuity equation which makes a plasma density distribution
as shown in Fig. 4(a).
As shown in Fig.4(b), the electron temperature distribution obtained by two methodes is more
uniform in the emitter region and significantly improved in the orifice region. The electron
temperature increased about 1~2eV, in other words, the electron (include primary and secondary)
energy is increased persistently in the discharge region from the generation to the extraction. The
reason which caused this phenomenon is the increasing of the ambipolar diffusion coefficient D p
due to the decreasing of the interaction between particles which causes the electron temperature
increasing significantly in the orifice region. With the drifting of electrons and the decreasing of the
plasma sheath potential and further tending to steady in the plume region, the electron temperature
changes correspondingly.
The electron current density calculated by two method is shown in Fig.4(c). The numerical
results shows that the electron current desity changes from 105A/m2 to 105A/m2 while no current
density jumps in the FEM method results. The reason which causing the phenomenon is the
discontinuity of 0-D and 1-D plasma model in the numerical method, while based on drift-diffusion
equation, the FEM method has continuity. Although there are some inconsistency between these
two methods’ calculation results, the varying tendency of the current density (the highest electron
current density in the orifice region and dropped in the plume region) is similar. Considering the
radial cross-section of the orifice, about 7.85×10-7 m2, the axial electron current in the inlet and
outlet of the orifice region is about 7.2A and 11.6A, respectively. The additional electron current is
about 36% of the total emission current (the current enter the discharge chamber of the ion thruster)
of the hollow cathode. The reason why the electron current density increases significantly is the
higher ionization intensity in the orifice region, which can enhance the current gain which is

entirely determined by ionization intensity to the electron current flowing into the orifice region.
Considering the internal factors which influence the ionization intensity, one can think that the
current gain is determined by neutral density, gas temperature, orifice diameter and other
parameters together.
The ion current density calculated by numerical method is shown in Fig.4(d). The FEM result
is not given as the electron drift-diffusion model is applied. As shown in this figure, the varying
trendency of the ion current density and the electron current in the whole discharge region is similar,
which the highest ion current density is about 5×106A/m2.

V. Experimental results
The plasma characteristics of the 20A hollow cathode can not be diagnosted experimently yet.
However, the emission current (same as electron current in the orifice outlet) can be estimated by
the ion thruster’s performance testing. According to the current balance relation in discharge
chamber of thruster[21], the emission current I e equal to the discharge current I d subtract beam
current I b and keeper current I k . The emission current is in the range of 19A~20A evaluated
from LIPS-300 ion thruster’s beam current (in the range of 3.4A~3.7A) testing results during
240min as shown in Fig.5(a).
From the Fig.5(b), the emission current of hollow cathode is gradually increased and became
stable in 180min. The increasing of the emission current in earlier 40min is caused by the hot-gap
changed during grids warm-up process. The increasing of the emission current in the later is caused
by the continuously dropping of the beam current I b

at the beginning of the experiment.

According to the Fig.5(b)’s results, the emission current is in the range of 11A~12A when thruster
operating stably which is in well agreement with numerical results of increasing of the emission
current in the orifice outlet in Fig.4(c). The simulation results show that the structure design of
emitter and the orifice of hollow cathode well meet the thruster requirement and the numerical
calculation results are in agreement with the experimental results.

beam current / A
emission current / A
Fig.5 Beam current and emission current test results of 30cm ion thruster

VI. Conclusions
This paper describes the plasma characteristic in the entire discharge region of the 20A hollow
cathode. The simulation results show that in the emitter region, the plasma is weakly ionized,
quasi-neutral with relatively slow diffusion limited ion transport. The electron temperature is about
1.5eV in the emitter region and plasma density is in 1020/m³ order. While in the orifice region, the
electron temperature increased to the range of 2~4eV for the violent collisions between particles,
and the current density is the highest in the hollow cathode which is in 1021/m³ order, almost an

order greater than the emitter region. The plasma density decreases exponentially along with the
distance of the orifice exit in the plume region where the electron temperature decreased rapidly to
2eV as the collision frequency decreasing with distance. The current structure design of hollow
cathode is verified by the experimental results, which also proved the reliability of a type-A orifice
(a small orifice with a large length-to-diameter ratio) adopted in hollow cathode of LIPS-300 ion
thruster. With the results of two methods described in section 4, the FEM method does not show the
significantly increasing of the electron current in the orifice region. The varying tendency of the
plasma density and the electron temperature are in well agreement with numerical results which are
also inconsisitent with the test results. Although the FEM results have few mistakes, it can still be
used to estimate the discharge parameters in primary cathode design due to its simplicity.
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